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ABSTRACT 

Traditionally, marketing is considered as a hurdle for sustainability in not only for tourism industry but also for 

other industries that includes manufacturing and trading. Marketing sustainability can also be achieved by 

looking at traditional conservation practices. The present paper provides an introduction on how the 10 Ps of 

marketing mix can be used to develop sustainable tourism with respect to Andaman and Nicobar islands. 

Further certain recommendations are provided to the stakeholders associated with the tourism sector to 

incorporate them for the future existence of the natural attraction. This marketing perspective gives a one way 

view to the issues pertaining tourism and provide certain measure to support sustainable tourism. Sustainable 

tourism practiced for marketing a destination will ensure the long livability of it. Developing Andaman and 

Nicobar islands as a sustainable tourism destination will make sure that this mesmerizing landscape of Mother 

India strives its way for future generations providing a centre of harmony and piece for the visiting tourist even 

in the upcoming future.    
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Marketing is always considered as a limiting factor when it comes to sustainability. Rapid growths of tourism 

development have prompted calls for higher level of sustainability from all stakeholders. Tourism sustainability 

is important to understand in order to address short term goals of competiveness in the tourism market and 

further achieve long term success in maintenance and preservation of the destination. Here Andaman and 

Nicobar Islands have been taken as the destination where the need of sustainability requires the most due to the 

fact that the islands ecosystem is very vulnerable to the exploitation and indeed depletion of its natural resource. 

Ironically the increase in the number in tourists may adversely affect sustainability efforts taken by the 

organization. So, positive effects of destination can frequently result in a negative impact upon these treasured 

ecosystems which in turn is the center of attraction.    

Bramwell & Lane, (1993) have given four basic principles of sustainable tourism i.e. holistic planning and 

decision-making, preservation of ecological processes, protection of human heritage & biodiversity, and growth 

that can be sustained longer. Based on the above principles the paper tries to put forward a new form of 
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sustainable tourism marketing mix where 10Ps are linked with sustainability. The paper even tries to put 

forward certain recommendations that can be utilized by the stakeholders of tourism industry to achieve 

sustainable marketing of tourism in Andaman and Nicobar Islands. 

2. OBJECTIVES 

In order to follow a sustainable tourism marketing practice in Andaman and Nicobar Islands following two main 

aims were designated: 

i. To associate 10 Ps of marketing mix with sustainable tourism. 

ii. To deliver certain strategies that will help tourism stakeholders to adopt a sustainable tourism 

marketing in Andaman and Nicobar Islands. 

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The present study is based on the Qualitative Research Approach (Shayre Shay, 2001), where the result 

outcomes are important to find the depth of study area. Therefore important qualitative tools i.e. interviews, 

observations, case study and in-depth review of literature has been extensively used for this research. Primary 

data sources were collected from interviews with tourism industry players and secondary source data‟s were 

assembled from books, journals, magazines etc. 

4. REVIEW OF LITERATURE  

The Chartered Institute of Marketing defines marketing as „the management process responsible for identifying, 

anticipating and satisfying customer requirements profitably‟. Kotler and Armstrong (2001) define marketing as 

a social and managerial process by which individuals and groups obtain what they need and want through 

creating and exchanging product and value with others. Sustainable Tourism Marketing is a strategy whereby 

the objectives are to understand the interaction between the organization managing a site and surrounding 

natural forces, on approach to create a social, economic and environmentally balanced forum (Gilmore et al., 

2007).  Jobber (2007) emphasizes three basic elements of marketing concepts. These are customer orientation, 

an organization to implement customer implementation, and long range customer and social welfare.    

Marketing mix “seller‟s view of the marketing tools available for influencing buyers” (Kotler & Keller, 2006, p. 

19) helps to determine the demand of a destination. The element of Marketing mix initially given by McCarthy 

(1960) were product, price, promotion and place while three more were added (participants, process and 

physical evidence, proposed ) by Booms and Bitner (1981) and later on Morrison (2009) added three more (i.e. 

partnership, packaging and programming).      

 

                                                                                 

\4.1 Atmosphere and Geographical Profile of Andaman Islands 
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The islands have a tropical atmosphere. The southwest rainstorm is set up in the Andaman Nicobar Islands in 

late May and the north-east storm in November. There is no displeasure for the sweltering summer, there is no 

winter nippy, and no streets turned parking areas or blocked driving conditions. The people visit here appreciate 

boating, swimming, snorkeling, tourism, all of a year are occasional. North Indians find assistance from the 

glow and cold of winter if they visit the island from May/June/July and December/January. The season for 

nature darlings is from May to December, when the woods are green, and the cascades are doing what needs to 

be done. Scuba jumpers can appreciate the best from December to April and birdwatchers in the midst of the 

winter. 

 Normal rainfall at Port Blair: 3900 mm 

 Mean Minimum Temperature: 23.2° C 

 Mean Maximum Temperature: 25° C 

 Mean relative Humidity: 90 % 

The Andaman and Nicobar Islands, situated in the east of the Indian mainland geologically, drift in magnificent 

separation in the Bay of Bengal. When a mountain run stretches out from Myanmar to Indonesia, these pleasant 

undulating islands, whose islands are around 572, are secured by thick evergreen and muggy woodlands and a 

heap of fascinating assortments of vegetation. The greater parts of these islands (around 550) are in the 

Andaman Group, 28 of which are possessed. Nicobar group of islands involve around twenty principle islands 

(10 occupied). Andaman and Nicobar are separated by the ten-degree channel, which is 150 km. Wide. 

Figure 1: A map of Andaman and Nicobar Islands  
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(Source: https://www.worldatlas.com/webimage/countrys/asia/andaman.htm 

These islands have an exceptionally dense tropical forest front of about 92% and humid climates. The humidity 

varies from 70% to 90% with a slight breeze that always blows. The atmosphere is commonly pleasant, with a 

minimum temperature of 23 ° C and a limit of 30 ° C. Normally these islands receive overwhelming rains of 

about 3000 mm every year. These islands also boast historically significant landmarks of the days of struggle for 

independence against the British rule, viz. Cell Prison, Ross Island, Viper Island, Hopetown and Mount Harriet. 

The Andaman and Nicobar Islands have been proclaimed two of the 218 endemic feathered creature areas in the 

world. Up to 270 species and subspecies of birds that exist in these islands have been reported, 106 of which are 

endemic. The Andaman wooden pigeon Andaman Padauk and Dugong are proclaimed as state birds, state trees 

and state animals respectively. There are around 96 wildlife sanctuaries, nine national parks and a biosphere 

reserve on the islands. These islands have been blessed with South-West and North-Eastern monsoon awards.  

Substantial ranges of coral reefs, which hold importance as the last flawless reefs in the Indian Ocean, lay 

outside ensured zones, with endeavours (not insured) going into them. The mangroves are likewise known to 

provide habitat to a wide variety of different marine life forms. Throughout the years, the swampy territories in 

marsh evergreen woods have been annihilated by a change to farming and open bogs have likewise been 

depleted in various spots, making this an inexorably uncommon living space. Obviously, any further natural 

debasement will have an unfriendly effect not just on the one of a kind biodiversity of its delicate beach front 

environments additionally on waterfront fisheries and tourism. Venturing out starting with one place then onto 

the next for various purposes has been an integral part of the human progress since its start.  

Location 

 Location Bay of Bengal 

 Longitude 92° to 94° East 

 Latitude 6° to 14° North 

Altitude (Highest Point) 

Andaman Islands 

 Saddle Peak (North Andaman Island)  732 Meters 

Nicobar Islands 

 Mount Thullier (Great Nicobar Island) 642 Meters 

Area 

 Total Area     8249 Sq. Km. 

 South Andaman District   3106 Sq. Km. 

 Nicobar District    1841 Sq. Km. 
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 North & Middle Andaman District  3302 Sq. Km. 

 Urban Area     16.64 Sq. Km. 

 Rural Area     8232.36 Sq. Km 

4.2 10 Ps of Marketing Mix and Sustainable Tourism 

Product: The natural or the man made attractions are considered to be the prime product with respect to tourism 

industry. Jefferson and Lickorish (1998) explain a tourism product as “a satisfying experience at a desired 

destination”.  In order to follow the sustainable tourism practice the private and public sector must be brought 

under single roof to impart the maximum benefits to the visiting tourist and the local residents. 

Price: Tourism industries have different pricing policies during different seasons, peak seasons result high price 

on any services obtained, while off seasons showcase low price. The price is highly variable due to seasonality 

and the interdependent nature of services (Health and Wall 1992). 

Promotion: The term means to inform persuade and remind the customers about brand and product (Kotler & 

Keller, 2006, p. 536). It is considered to be the core element in marketing as without promotion the customer 

won‟t be able to indentify exactly where to go. Tourism industry strives on the promotion which must be done 

in a sustainable form. 

Place: The source which acts as a channel through which the product reaches the customer. It is necessary to 

retain this source as it forms the center of attraction for the visiting tourist. Transport by low impact vehicles 

(Reilly, Williams, and Haider, 2010) and slow travel (Lumsdon & McGrath, 2011) can develop sustainable 

tourism. 

Participant: Tourism being a service industry depends highly on the human factor. This portion of marketing 

mix can be explained as “all human actors who play a part in service delivery and thus influence the buyer‟s 

perceptions: namely the firm‟s personnel, the customer, and other customers in the service environment” 

(Zeithaml, Bitner, & Gremler, 2006, p. 26). It is well said that machines cannot replace human touch. 

Physical evidence: It is stated as “the environment in which the service is delivered and where the firm and 

customer interact, and any tangible components that facilitate performance or communication of the service” 

(Zeithaml et al., 2006, p. 27). Tourism services are intangible in nature. Various methods are incorporated to 

make the customer aware of the physical attributes the destination offer. It is to be made sure that a sustainable 

form of showcasing the destination must be followed. 

Process:  This includes a procedure through which activities and mechanism of product delivery takes place 

(Zeithaml et al., 2006, p. 27). Motivating tourists to participate in activities which reduces environment 

footprints like reduction water usage and reusing linen can be useful for sustainability of tourism industry ( 

Bohdanowicz, Zientara, & Novotna, 2011). It gives added appeal to augment the core attraction. 
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Packaging: The ultimate product that gives the customer everything required undertaking a trip; this includes 

accommodation, transportation, sightseeing etc.  Packaging defines inclusion of travel services and hospitality in 

form of single price offering (Morrison, 2009, p. 392). 

Programming: Apart from the attractions the destination offers, special activities, events or other types of 

programs that can increase the incoming of tourist to the destination. Programming provides the provisions of 

events, programs and other activities to enhance tourist traffic and their spending (Morrison, 2009, p. 392) at 

destination. 

Partnership: Being a service sector Tourism industry heavily depends upon the interdependence and co-

operation of various stakeholders. Partnership includes co-operative marketing efforts by different travel 

organization and hospitality firms (Morrison, 2009, p. 352). Partnership among the tourism industries and 

certain organizations that run to protect environment will help in attaining sustainability. 

5. RECOMMENDATIONS 

Marketing strategies can be addressed with dual focus, promotion of the Andaman and Nicobar Islands being 

the first while preservation of the islands ecosystem being the second. It is the need of the hour to have a 

balance the sustainability and tourist demand. A marketing plan that functions on the primal goal of attracting 

customers must be replaced with higher marketing standards that plan to increase the number of tourist with 

least or no impact on the Mother Nature. It is important to preserve the islands ecosystem because ones polluted 

it can never be averted back to the greenery it was before. Based on the study following are some recommended 

strategies for sustainable tourism marketing in Andaman and Nicobar Islands: 

 Marketing Sustainability 

Traditional conservation practices must be looked for achieving marketing sustainability. An in-depth analysis 

on some of the traditional methods of conservation will provide additional ways for tourist sites to integrate 

sustainable practices into their conservation plans. Basic traditional methods include awareness and education. 

Awareness among the tourist with the help of brochures and media coverage con support conservation needs 

and promote sustainable tourism. General education provided to the tourist before or after their arrival to the 

islands can increase the appreciation for nature conservation and further will enhance their stay in the islands. 

Beaches and blue seas which are considered to be the centre of attraction in the islands can be protected by the 

combined efforts of the stakeholders working or residing near the attraction. This participation is only possible 

by educating the stakeholder to spread awareness among the visiting tourist. 

 Demarketing 

It is an effective mechanism for controlling the number and quality of visitors visiting the islands. Demarketing 

discourages certain class of visitors who indeed don‟t follow the basic principles of sustainability.  
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Five strategies are recommended to utilize demarketing (Fullerton, McGettigan, & Stephen, 2010). The first is 

educating potential visitors; this can be done through educational material, or by experiences, or through 

specific instructions at the site entrance. Educating visitors allows for information about the sites preservation 

needs to be passed on as well as reinforcing sustainable practices. Second, marketing to desirable markets, this 

strategy allows sites to attract conscientious visitors. The goal of demarketing is not always to discourage and 

decrease the number of tourists, but to increase the number of conscientious tourists treating the site with 

respect. The third demarketing method is to publicize other sites as alternative destinations; this would spread 

the number of tourists over a broader area decreasing environmental impact on one particular site. The fourth 

initiative is to utilize a seasonal schedule for access. This allows tourists to visit during certain parts of the year, 

while also allowing the site “off season” time for preservation efforts to take place. Fifth, and last, sites can 

choose to make access to fragile areas difficult or restricted. These five strategies must be incorporated while 

promoting the islands to the tourist across the globe. 

 Promotion 

Basically promotion is used to increase demand, but it can also be used to control accessibility (Beeton & 

Benfield, 2010). Promotional materials can be used to not only information and advertise, but it can as well be 

used as a medium to persuade the tourist population. The strategy of demarketing can be used to persuade 

certain sections of the tourist to discourage their visit or encourage their visit in off season. This strategy may 

not be that effective in keeping tourists away yet it may discourage certain tourist while encouraging more 

conscientious tourist. 

 Agency Collaboration 

It is necessary to for the tourism industry to collaborate with certain organizations that work for the sole purpose 

of environmental conservation and protection. Generally government sector plays a crucial role here by acting 

as an interface between the tour operators and the visiting tourist. The local stakeholders must collaborate with 

the national and international stakeholders to pass on the message of sustainability among the visiting tourists. 

 Develop Brand Awareness 

The Andaman and Nicobar Islands must be developing itself in the form of a brand that promotes sustainable 

form of tourism. The destination promotion must specify the brand of sustainability everywhere. It should be the 

main motto of promoting the islands; the brand must be built so well that its logo itself must bring a sense of 

sustainability among the tourist. The logo must demonstrate that the islands are concerned with the principles of 

conservation and preservation.  

 Price Strategy 

Increasing admission prices can have a double benefit by increasing revenue for preservation efforts and 

discouraging casual tourist traffic that might put a strain on the site and increase the rate of deterioration (Fyall 
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& Garrod, 1998). The price of visiting certain islands that have an increased number of visitors can be brought 

under control by hiking the price of visitation to such destination. The Havelock are considered to be the most 

visited destination in the islands, therefore in order to have a sustainable form of tourism in this place a gradual 

hike in the price will reduce the inflow of more number of tourist while proving other islands like long islands, 

Hutbay etc. a way of development as a tourist destination. 

 Responsible Tourism 

All stakeholders that are associated with the tourism industry that includes local residents, industry players, 

government bodies and even the visiting tourist must follow a form of responsible tourism. Every single stake 

holder must consider it as their responsibility to protect the environment for future generation; this is only 

possible by proving required knowledge and awareness among all stakeholders. Following responsible tourism 

will make the existence of the Islands for future visitors as well as a place to live for the local residents.   

6. CONCLUSION 

The 10 Ps of marketing mix for sustainable tourism can be managed and controlled by tourism organizations for 

their marketing advantages that will make themselves as a new and unique brand that functions on earning 

income and the existence of the firm with all the islands natural attraction for future generation. Investigation on 

the related literature survey has given importance to all 10 Ps of sustainable tourism marketing mix. Further the 

study provided certain recommendations in implementing marketing practices to support the sustainable tourism 

needs in Andaman and Nicobar Islands. Recommendations include Marketing Sustainability, Demarketing, 

Promotion, Agency Collaboration, Develop Brand Awareness, Price Strategy, And Responsible Tourism. 

The current need to balance the conservation and preservation of the islands existence for future generation, the 

recommendations must be incorporated in the marketing plan. By considering the spectrum of need, Andaman 

and Nicobar Islands can be visited respectfully in the present and ensure its existence for future generations. 
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